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NON-INVASIVE 
PHOTO REJUVENATION 
RESTORES A YOUTHFUL  
CLEAR COMPLEXION
  

IPL-SQ
INTENSE PULSED LIGHT 
FOR SKIN REJUVENATION

Clinic details:

ultraa.com.au

Please consult your medical practitioner to see if you are suitable for 
treatment. Potential risks and side effects need to be discussed with your 
medical practitioner before undergoing treatment with the IPL-Sq. 

HOW DOES IPL - SQ REJUVENATE THE SKIN?

IPL - Sq’s true square pulse system is delivered 
in waves at the right intensity to act on the 
targeted skin damage. The bursts of energy  
are delivered in such short pulses that they  
are easily tolerated and produce excellent  
clinical results.

WHAT RESULTS CAN I EXPECT?

You can see results straight away, peaking at 
2 weeks, then the treated areas will continue 
to improve for up to a month or more. After 
this time you may have additional treatments 
to further improve your outcome.

WILL IPL - SQ SUIT MY SKIN TYPE?

IPL - Sq can be used successfully on most 
skin types. As well as providing all-round skin 
rejuvenation, IPL - Sq is an excellent choice 
for treating skin redness, visible vessels and 
pigmentation.

HOW WILL THE TREATMENT FEEL?

You will be aware of the pulses of light flashing. 
You will feel a slight sting, as if a rubber band 
is being snapped against your skin, but this is 
minimal thanks to IPL -Sq’s built-in adjustable 
contact cooling.

FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS

TRUE SQUARE PULSE SYSTEM 

 Treats most visible signs of skin ageing

 Encourages collagen regeneration

	 Helps restore a youthful, clear complexion

 Surrounding tissue is not damaged

 Can treat most skin types 

 No medication necessary

REJUVENATE
YOUR SKIN
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For best ongoing results, you should always protect 
your skin from direct sun exposure. Always cover up 
and use a good SPF sunblock when out in the sun.
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* Individual results may vary based on the nature and aggressiveness of 
treatment and skin condition.

Skin ageing is caused by both intrinsic (the 
body’s internal ageing process) and extrinsic 
(environmenal and lifestyle) factors.

Now, there’s a simple, effective way to help your 
complexion combat the ravages of time. IPL - Sq 
is the most advanced and acclaimed technology 
for non-invasive skin rejuvenation.

IPL - Sq Photo Rejuvenation can make a dramatic 
difference to the appearance of your skin. It 
can treat multiple conditions simultaneously, 
making it an ideal skin rejuvenation treatment. 
It stimulates collagen regeneration to improve 
volume and elasticity, fades age spots and sun 
damage, treats acne, rosacea, spider veins and 
broken capillaries.

It works by penetrating deep into the skin with 
intense pulses of light, using a series of filters to 
direct the light accurately to the target. 

It is capable of treating the entire face, and is 
therefore a great tool in helping to restore a 
youthful, clear complexion.

IPL - Sq treatment is fast and comfortable—with 
no downtime. You can return to your normal 
activities immediately after treatment, with 
predictable and dramatic results. 

Successive treatments continue to produce 
improvements.

IPL-SQ RESTORES 
YOUR BEST COMPLEXION

STEP 1

The skin is cleaned and a clear 
coupling gel will be applied to 
the treatment area. Your eyes will 
be covered with eye pads and you 
will be instructed to keep your eyes 
closed.

Light energy penetrates deep into 
the skin with intense pulses of light, 
which stimulate the skin to produce 
more collagen, helping to fill out 
lines and wrinkles, and breaking 
down unwanted pigmentation. 

STEP 3

RESULTS YOU CAN 
SEE AND FEEL

IS YOUR SKIN
TIRED & DAMAGED?

STEP 2

The handpiece is placed on the 
surface of your skin and you will be 
aware of the pulses of light flashing. 
You will feel a slight snap against 
the skin. This is made minimal due 
to IPL- Sq’s advanced Contact-
Cooling system.

IPL - Sq is the efficient and comfortable way to 
help combat skin ageing. Refresh your skin from 
the inside for lasting rejuvenation.

In some circumstances, IPL - Sq treatment might need 
to be postponed. You should seek medical advice if 
any of the following apply to you:
• You have tanned skin
• You have a disease that is stimulated by light (e.g.,

Epilepsy)
• You are using photosensitive drugs (e.g., Roacutane)
• You are pregnant
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